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A qualitative resonance-theoretic view is presented for the description of a variety of conjugated
-network species identified with ‘‘subgraphs’’ 共either finite or infinite兲 of the graphite network.
Within the framework of this resonance theory, simple rules are described to provide qualitative
information: On ground-state spin multiplicities; on patterns of ground-state spin density; and on
exchange splittings to low-lying ‘‘spin-flipped’’ excited states. Beyond ordinary benzenoid
molecules, illustrative applications are noted to a diversity of extended species, including:
Differently structured edges on semi-infinite graphite; corner structures where edges along different
directions meet; conjugated polymer-strip ends; and local defect vacancy structures in extended
graphite. The variety of simple resonance-theoretic predictions are compared against a
semiempirical unrestricted Hartree–Fock view of some quantitative tight-binding
molecular-orbital-theoretic computations. Agreement in predictions from the resonance- and
band-theoretic viewpoints is taken to engender reliability of the so coincident predictions. A
traditional organic chemical resonance-theoretic view is thence conveniently reformulated and
brought to bear on several extended nano-structured systems to reveal systematic patterns of
-electronic behavior. © 2002 American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1450547兴

I. INTRODUCTION

relevant in dealing with poly-radicals where the exchangecoupling between weakly paired electrons is central in characterizing these systems. Notably such poly-radical species
have recently become of much interest in the area of ‘‘molecular magnetism.’’ 6,7 When mixed ionicity or mixed valence is not dynamically involved one may often view the
system as made up of interacting localized spins, and a
Heisenberg-model description applies, most simply with just
near-neighbor exchange couplings. Notably in physics there
has been an on-going focus on such Heisenberg models to
describe magnetic properties. Amusingly the Pauling–
Wheland VB model2 for conjugated hydrocarbons is in fact8
naught but a Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian 共though usually
described in a somewhat different manner than is usually
done in the physics literature on magnetism兲. It is perhaps
surprising that the methods of the physics of magnetism then
have not been extensively utilized in dealing with such organic conjugated molecules. But as it turns out the solution
techniques developed in the traditional physics literature best
apply to Heisenberg models for different structural circumstances, of high ‘‘coordination number’’ 共and with antiferromagnetically signed interactions for cases of little ‘‘frustration’’兲. For the case of low ‘‘coordination number’’ 共⭐3 for
conjugated organics兲 solution methods via the resonance
theory of Pauling and Wheland2 turn out to be9 more reasonable. Thus it is this resonance-theoretic approach that is pursued here, in application to organic species including those
which at least are potentially radicaloid.
Quantitative approaches using the Pauling–Wheland VB
model have often encountered computational difficulties. A
number of VB-based approaches in chemistry largely ignore
resonance-theoretic ideas, perhaps seeking to carry out con-

The nature of -electron networks has long been of interest, in providing the prototypical case of delocalized bonding, where there is more than one classical valence structure
to describe the molecule. Indeed it was emphasized even
before quantum mechanics that the structures of many benzenoid species were to be described simultaneously by a set
of valence structures, without the compound exhibiting properties characteristic of what would have been surmised for a
classical mixture. Perhaps this was most clearly said by
Armit and Robinson,1 but soon thereafter Pauling and
Wheland2 developed a quantum-mechanically based
‘‘valence-bond’’ 共VB兲 approach to the phenomenon. But further they simplified2 the result to a ‘‘resonance theory’’ making use just of the VB structures with a maximal degree of
bonding and closely allied with the classical view. Then
Pauling3 went on to utilize an even simpler qualitative ‘‘enumerative resonance theory’’ as one of several new tools to
understand a vast range of molecular structures, all as expounded in his masterwork The Nature of the Chemical
Bond. And Wheland focused4 on conjugated -networks in
organic chemistry, which is perhaps the most successful use
of resonance theory, typically in a quite qualitative manner.
And more recently Clar5 developed the qualitative theory in
terms of his ‘‘aromatic sextet.’’
Most of this resonance-theoretic work on conjugated
-networks has concerned nonradical species. But in fact
one might imagine that this approach should be even more
a兲
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figuration interaction computations over all covalent structures, with there already being ⬃100 for 10 -centers and
⬃104 for 20 -centers. Thence this brute-force approach becomes prohibitive beyond ⬃30 -centers. But also there are
a number of quantitative resonance-theoretic approaches10–13
tending to restrict attention just to Kekule structures 共i.e.,
exclusively neighbor paired structures兲, but not always. Still
the numbers of such structures increase fairly rapidly with
system size, so that 共e.g.兲 there are ⬃104 Kekule structures
for C60 buckminsterfullerene, and ⬃106 for typical C80
fullerenes. There have been some many-body resonancetheoretic computations even for extended systems 共as reviewed in Ref. 14兲, and at a simpler level there has been
rather much work15 just enumerating Kekule structures. But
these various resonance-theoretic developments have typically been somewhat special 共often for selected nonradical
species兲 and often are somewhat mathematically sophisticated 共especially for larger systems兲. Indeed especially for
extended systems it seems to have become the general belief
that traditional organic qualitative resonance-theoretic ideas
are out of their element.
Here a differently formulated qualitative ‘‘mean-field’’
resonance-theoretic approach is advocated, for application
not only to ordinary benzenoid molecules but also to extended systems, including extended polymers, locally defected graphites, and graphitic edges. In this approach resonance structures are not restricted to be exclusively nearest
neighbor paired, but in the mean-field approach the various
resonance structures appear only implicitly. In the avoidance
of reference to individual resonance structures, the exponential growth in numbers of such structures is side-stepped, so
that even very large -networks can be dealt with, even by
hand, at least in a qualitative 共or sometimes a semiquantitative兲 sense. This mean-field resonance theory is described in Sec. II here, where the neat extension of traditional
simple resonance-theoretic ideas is emphasized. The present
predictions made via this approach concern the ground-state
spin multiplicity, the general location of unpaired spin density, and the occurrence of low-lying excitations 共as due to a
weak spin-pairing between well separated electrons兲. The relations to more fundamental valence-bond Hamiltonians is
considered in Ref. 16. And this resonance theory matches
nicely to some earlier VB theorems which already quite successfully apply to smaller molecules 共benzenoid or not兲.
Thus here we choose to focus on its application and testing
for extended nano-structured systems, different types of
which are considered in Secs. III–VI. Notably real graphite
is 共e.g., as discussed in Ref. 17兲 quite rich in defects, often of
ill-characterized structure, and a variety of conceivable such
defects are treated here, as also are some conjugated polymer
strips and other conjugated nano-structures. Section III applies our novel resonance-theoretic ideas to a variety of types
of translationally symmetric graphitic edges, and then makes
comparison to tight-binding band-theoretic results, such as
have in fact already been a point of consideration in an earlier study.17 Here the checking against computations based
on a molecular-orbital 共MO兲 view is more completely done
共and some of the particular insights developed here are utilized in later sections兲. Section IV goes on to apply our
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resonance-theoretic ideas to a selection of ‘‘corners’’ on graphitic edges, Sec. V applies the ideas to different types of
ends of a long polymer strip, and checks are made against
共brute-force兲 MO-based computations. Section VI addresses
the question of vacancy defects in the graphitic -network.
This is neatly explicated in terms of ‘‘anti-molecules’’ 共each
anti-molecule corresponding to the molecule comprised from
the set of -centers deleted from the lattice兲. Again checks
are made against somewhat more involved MO-based computations. With the successful comparisons it thus seems that
the proposed qualitative mean-field resonance theory offers
ready insight, building on traditional chemical resonancetheoretic ideas, revealing patterns of behavior, and exhibiting
a range of potential applications, to a variety of nanostructures, even defected extended systems, which are oft
otherwise difficult to deal with theoretically. The ideas
thence extend traditional organic chemical reasoning to encompass some applications often associated with physical
chemistry, and therefore the ideas seem of potential interest
for a wide audience of chemists.
II. MOLECULAR-FIELD RESONATING VB THEORY

The use of resonance theory in a qualitative4,5 or
quantitative10–15 manner has been applied most widely for
stable nonradical species. As already noted Pauling’s simple
resonance theory is based upon the consideration of sets of
different classical chemical-bonding patterns consistent with
the considered molecular graph. For our considerations this
molecular graph should preferably have few nearest neighbors, as is the case for conjugated hydrocarbons. For the
共neutral兲 benzenoids there is one -electron per site, and
there are exchange couplings between the electrons on these
different neighbor sites. To each bonding pattern there is
imagined a basis wave function ⌽ with singlet spin pairings
共corresponding to -bonds兲 of the -electrons on the sites
interconnected in the bonding pattern. The more important
individual bonding patterns are usually those with a greater
number of neighbor spin pairings 共giving lower energies over
the VB exchange-coupling Hamiltonian兲. Further the greater
the number of low-energy such VB patterns ⌽, the greater
the stabilization 共because of mutual ‘‘configuration’’ interaction amongst them兲, this phenomenon being termed resonance. But even patterns with non-neighbor pairing can contribute to this resonance especially if first they are not too
different from a maximally neighbor-spin-paired pattern and
second there are a great number of such structures. Thus to
achieve overall energetic stability the tendencies first to
maximize the number of neighbor-paired sites and second to
maximize the number of resonance 共or VB兲 structures often
are in competition. Generally there is some contribution from
non-neighbor bonding, and in some cases this may even be
dictated by the molecule 共being without a fully neighborpaired VB structure兲. But as an extension to the preference to
neighbor pairing there is a secondary preference to a slightly
more distant local ‘‘vicinity’’ pairing. If pairing between very
distant sites makes a contribution, then the spin pairing is
weak in the sense that at a very slight energy above the
ground-state there should be a state with the electron pair
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FIG. 1. An assignment of stars and unstars to the carbon atoms of 1,3,5trimethylene-benzene.

truly unpaired—i.e., an excited state with additional unpaired
spin density and an overall spin greater by 1 than the ground
state.
These general ideas can be given more substance for the
case of alternant systems G, these being those with a conjugated -network which may be partitioned into starred and
unstarred sets A and B of sites, such that each such type of
site has nearest neighbors which are solely of the other type.
Thence, e.g., for 1,3,5-trimethylenebenzene one has starred
and unstarred sites as indicated in Fig. 1. Now it is crucial in
our considerations that any non-neighbor pairing may be
stipulated 共in the ground state兲 to occur solely between sites
in the starred and unstarred subsets. As long ago noted,18 a
double spin-pairing one within A and one within B may be
reexpressed as a linear combination of two inter-set double
spin-pairings. Note that VB functions with an intra-set spinpairing do not gain energy-stabilization, since there are no
intra-set 共antiferromagnetic兲 exchange couplings in the bipartite network G, and such spin-pairing introduces constraints
on the function which otherwise would be absent. There are
a couple different standard19,20 bases of VB functions of suitable 共ground-state兲 spin designated with spin-pairings solely
between the sets A or B. Thence it seems that the ground
state for bipartite G should have no such intra-set spinpairings.
The question of the competition between maximization
of neighbor pairing and resonance may be rephrased in terms
of ‘‘bond orders’’ and ‘‘free valences.’’ The resonance bond
order for a neighbor pair e of sites is putatively identified as
the fraction p e of ground-state contributing structures which
have the -electrons on these two sites spin-paired; and the
free valence for a -center i is the fraction v i of ground-state
contributing structures which have no spin-pairing to another
-electron in the vicinity of site i. What is meant by ‘‘vicinity’’ here may be given different interpretations. If the vicinity is taken as the limit of nearest neighbors with all spinpairing between such neighbors 共and each of the maximally
spin-paired bonding patterns is taken to contribute equally to
the ground state兲, then the p e are called21 Pauling bond orders, and the associated v i might be called Pauling free valences. For instance, in Fig. 2 Pauling bond-orders and free
valences for three molecular species G are indicated. It has
been demonstrated22,23 that for a variety of nonradicaloid
benzenoids the Pauling bond-orders correlate closely with
experimental bond lengths. But we do not restrict attention to
nonradicals or limit spin-pairing to near neighbors. Any remnant free valence may be indicative of unpaired spin density,
as in the third case of trimethylenemethane in Fig. 2. The
prediction here of two unpaired electrons with spin density
primarily on the end atoms is known in agreement with

FIG. 2. Pauling bond orders and free valences for benzene, naphthalene, and
trimethylene-methyl.

experiment24 and high-quality ab initio computations.25 A
primary difference from the traditional use of Pauling bond
orders is that we develop the bond orders and free valences
without explicit generation of the various resonancestructures.
The maximization of the number of neighbor-paired sites
clearly minimizes the free valences. The maximization of
resonance is also somewhat intuitively clear: Resonance is
greatest when the bonding patterns are as delocalized as possible. That is, for maximal resonance one might anticipate
that the probability 共or bond-order兲 of a double bond along
any one of the directions away from a site to its nearest
neighbors is equally likely. For benzenoids the maximum
number of neighbors is 3 so that resonance would seem
greatest the more nearly the -bond orders are to 1/3. Then
even without explicit consideration of the Kekule structures
of a species, the maximization of resonance might lead one
to 共tentatively兲 assign zeroth-order bond orders of 1/3 and
corresponding zeroth-order free valences as deficits of the
sums of these zeroth-order bond orders incident at a site.
That is, this zeroth-order free valence for a site i turns out to
be just the deficit from 1 of one-third of the degree of site i.
In many cases additional pairing between neighbor sites may
further reduce the free valences, yielding first-order bond
orders and first-order free valences. Thence such first-order
free valences for the species of Fig. 2 turn out to be the same
as the Pauling values already illustrated. For G being 1,3,5trimethylene-benzene the zeroth-order free valences turn out
as in Fig. 3, whereas the Pauling free valences 共obtained by
generating and examining the 18 nearest-neighbor resonance
structures兲 turn out to be slightly different as also indicated
in this figure. Finally shown in this figure are the spin densities for the spin-quartet wave function built from the
Hückel MOs. Evidently the three sets of values are qualita-

FIG. 3. Pauling free valences for 1,3,5-trimethylene-benzene, resonanttheoretic zeroth-order free valences, and finally Hückel-Hund spin densities
共for the same tri-radical兲.
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tively 共and even semiquantitatively兲 similar, all having no
spin density on the minority type 共unstarred in Fig. 1兲 of
sites.
Now one may introduce additional pairing between
starred and unstarred sites even if not a neighbor 共though
preferably as close as possible兲. That is, the first-order free
valences are 共at least partly兲 satiated by other more distant
free valences located on the other type of sites 共i.e., starred
versus unstarred sites兲. As a consequence it is just the difference between the net free valences in the A and B sets which
results in globally unpaired spins 共in the ground state兲. That
is, the overall ground-state spin is predicted to be given in
terms of the free valences v i as

冏再 兺

䊊

夝

S RT ⫽

i

v i⫺

兺j v j

冎冏 冒

2.

共1兲

This predicted ground-state spin turns out17,26 to be independent of details of the definition of the v i 共just so long as they
are deficits of the bond orders from 1兲. Indeed using the
zeroth-order estimates this spin can be re-expressed in terms
of the numbers # 夝n of starred sites of degree n and the
numbers # 䊊n of unstarred sites of degree n, thusly
S RT ⫽ 兩 2# 夝1 ⫹# 夝2 ⫺2# 䊊1 ⫺# 䊊2 兩 /6,

共2兲

Notice too that the 共unpaired-electron兲 spin density should
appear primarily on the sites with more free-valence. If the
free valences only become small 共perhaps 0兲 at high order
共via pairing between more well separated opposite-type
sites兲, then there are predicted to be low-lying states with
these high-order spin pairings absent.
An aside of note is that the prediction of Eq. 共1兲 for finite
alternants persists beyond simple resonance theory, to the
nearest-neighbor Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian 共for spin s
⫽1/2 sites兲 on the full space of all 共homopolar兲 covalent
structures. Indeed, if one notes that the numbers of bonds
exiting from 夝 and 䊊 sites must match, then the resonancetheoretically predicted ground-state spin may be reexpressed
in terms of just the total numbers # 夝 and # 䊊 of starred and
unstarred sites
S RT ⫽ 兩 # 夝 ⫺# 䊊 兩 /2,

共3兲

such as is known to hold for the more ‘‘complete’’ nearestneighbor Heisenberg model,27–29 as well as the even more
complete Hubbard model30 for these same systems. And the
results seem always to be in agreement31 with full
configuration-interaction computations on more conventional
PPP models. For the nearest-neighbor (s⫽1/2) Heisenberg
model there are some further qualitative theorems32 which
seem also typically to be consistent with our current results
concerning the location of the unpaired spin density. And
there are a number of ab initio computations with which
agreement is obtained—see, e.g., Ref. 33. With this earlier
noted dove-tailing with previous VB-theoretic work for finite
molecules, it is natural to next address extended systems,
where the present approach promises to be able to deal with
local features, and even identify pairings so weak that they
are typically better viewed as unpaired.

FIG. 4. Portions of two types of translationally symmetric edges for semiinfinite graphite. The blackened area is understood to contain further network continued in the natural fashion.

III. TRANSLATIONALLY SYMMETRIC
GRAPHITIC EDGES

For the case of translationally symmetric edges, our
resonance-theoretic approach quite easily makes predictions,
about the number of unpaired spins per unit cell of edge. For
instance, for the two types of edges in Fig. 4 one may apply
the resonance-theoretic arguments to reveal 1/3 of an unpaired electron per unit cell in the first 共zig–zag兲 case, or 0 in
the second 共corrugated兲 case. The first-order bond orders and
unpaired spin densities for a single unit cell are given in Fig.
5, where also the analysis is repeated for a third type of edge,
with a resultant 2/3 of an unpaired electron per unit-cell
length of edge. In Fig. 6 we indicate unit cells for a more
comprehensive list of about two dozen possible edges, and
the zeroth-order free valences are indicated there along with
additional low-order spin pairings. Evidently the predictions
are quite readily made, though a question of their reliability
arises.
One test of the predictions made in the preceding paragraph would be via Hartree–Fock 共HF兲 or unrestricted HF
computations on these systems with such edges. Most feasible would be such quantum chemical computations on
wide strips with two edges but well separated from one another, so that there would be little ‘‘communication’’ between
opposite edges. In such a case with 共wide兲 strips there would
be just a finite number of sites per unit cell, thereby facilitating ordinary band-theoretic computations. The restricted

FIG. 5. Unit cells of edge for three types of edges 共including the two of Fig.
4兲, with the vertical dashed lines indicating boundaries of the unit cell,
which continues on downward into bulk graphite. The zeroth-order free
valances which are nonzero are shown, and curved dashed lines for the
second 共corrugated兲 and third cases indicate first-order pairings, whereafter
the first-order free valences would be 0 for the second case, while for the
third case there would remain a free valence of 1/3 of an electron per unit
cell of edge.
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FIG. 6. Unit cells of about two dozen types of edges
showing zeroth-order free valences encoded with values
of 1/3 and 2/3 represented by small and large circles,
with the circles being filled or empty as the site is
starred or unstarred. The curved dashed lines in some
cases indicate higher-order spin pairings.

HF solutions 共for uniform bond-length兲 PPP models are
equivalent to the solution of the simple Hückel model, and
the ensuant occurrence of certain unrestricted HF solutions
can be readily recognized. First, for alternant systems there
is34 a 共fairly well-known兲 ‘‘pairing’’ symmetry in the eigenvalue spectrum about the nonbonding energy here taken as 0.
This symmetry is that for every eigenvalue ⑀ there is a corresponding eigenvalue ⫺⑀. So if there are Hückel molecular
orbitals 共MOs兲 which are only very weakly bonding 共i.e.,
MOs with very small magnitude negative ⑀兲, then there are
corresponding very weakly anti-bonding MOs. As a consequence in such a circumstance, there is a UHF instability for
the associated PPP model, where the weakly bonding and
anti-bonding MOs mix and end up being singly occupied
关rather than in the restricted Hartree–Fock 共RHF兲 approximation solely the bonding MOs being occupied, with the
occupancy being double兴. Indeed this UHF instability is17,35
very easy to understand in that if the ⑀ are very small in
magnitude, then it costs little orbital energy to so redistribute
the electrons, while an exchange-energy stabilization 共proportional to the electron–electron interaction strength兲 results. Whether such a unrestricted Hartree–Fock 共UHF兲 stability occurs of course depends on just exactly how small ⑀ is
in magnitude 共as well as on some details of the exchange
interaction for the indicated orbitals兲. But as it turns out17 for
suitable strips of width w there often are a ‘‘flock’’ of edge

states with ⑀ ⬇Ce⫺a/w , so that for the limit of wide strips it is
assured that this ⑀ becomes small enough in magnitude for
the UHF instability to occur. Moreover, these edge-localized
incipiently singly occupied MOs are easy to recognize just
from an energy-band diagram, because they must occur in a
region of this diagram different than the MOs of bulk edgeless graphite which has36 a 0 density of MO levels at the
nonbonding energy. That is, if there are a substantial number
of edge-localized incipiently singly occupied MOs 共associating to unpaired electrons兲, then in a standard MO band diagram they should occur as portions of otherwise absent
bands very near to ⑀ ⫽0. Several such band diagrams for
strips 共of widths all taken w⭓30兲 are shown in Fig. 7. These
plots are for discrete sets of 共⬃25兲 wave vectors k between 0
and  共it being understood that for k between ⫺ and 0 the
result is just the same as already shown with a reflection in a
vertical plane at k⫽0兲. In all these cases the bulk of the
bands all fall into a shaded region 共shaded because of the
density of MO-energy points兲 corresponding to what occurs
with bulk 共edgeless兲 graphite. But in many of these cases
there are bands which penetrate out of the shaded region and
hug to a portion of the nonbonding k axis of ⑀ ⫽0, it being
these exceptional MOs which must be the edge-localized
nonbonding ones. If the portion of such an ⑀ ⫽0-hugging
band covers a fraction f of the Brillouin zone, then this cor-
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FIG. 7. Energy level diagrams 共in the right half of the first Brillioun zone兲 for several edges identified to their unit-cell diagrams of Fig. 6. Those in the first
row all exhibit an asymptotically nonbonding portion of a band penetrating outside the otherwise densely occupied part of the Brillouin zone. Those in the
second row all exhibit no nonbonding orbitals except at k⫽⫾2  /3, to give no unpaired-electron-spin density.

responds to f unpaired electrons per unit cell. As a test of
these edge-localization features, Fig. 8 illustrates the logarithms of the mean densities of several such MOs as a function of their distance from the edge of Fig. 6共j兲. For such
orbitals the density is seen to fall exponentially with the
distance d from the 共nearest兲 edge, though the exponential
fall-off rate is seen to be different for different k values. The
edge-localization is seen to be more severe the greater the
distance in the Brillouin zone of the near-nonbonding MO is

from those for bulk-graphite MOs 共in the ‘‘shaded’’ regions兲.
The MOs in the shaded regions are more or less uniformly
spread across the strip.
Now we have predictions for the number of unpaired
electrons per unit cell of edge, both by the resonancetheoretic approach and by an MO-theoretic computation.
Only some of the MO computations are indicated in Fig. 7,
with results of some other computations available in earlier
articles.17,37–39 The consequent RVB-theoretic predictions for
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references indicating some partial theoretical treatment, short
of the computations such as reported in Fig. 7. Notably there
is unanimous quantitative agreement between # u 共from our
resonance theory兲 and the number # NBMO of nonbonding
electrons per unit cell of edge length 共from the bandtheoretic computations兲. That is, we find
# NBMO⫽# u ,

FIG. 8. Logarithmic mean electron density plots as a function of position
across a strip for various MOs of the exceptional 共near兲 nonbonding MO
band for the case of the edge of 6共j兲. The different curves are for different
band orbitals at the indicated different wave vector values k.

the number # u of unpaired electrons per unit-cell of length
are given in Table I for the two dozen edges indicated in Fig.
6. Table I also identifies the primitive translation 共x,y兲 associated with each type of edge, where this 共x,y兲 indicates a
step of x hexagons along one direction and y hexagons in the
direction 60° counter-clockwise to the first direction carries
an edge back into itself. 共As an aside we may note that given
this 共x,y兲 label for an edge it may be shown17 that # u is
integer iff x-y is a multiple of 3, and in particular there can be
no unpaired electrons only if x-y is a multiple of 3.兲 Finally
in Table I references dealing with the various cases from the
band-theoretic viewpoint are indicated, with the parenthetic
TABLE I. Edge symmetries and edge-localized unpaired electrons per unit
cell of edge.
Structure
in
Fig. 6

Primitive
translation
共x,y兲

Unpaired
electrons
#u

共a兲
共b兲
共c兲
共d兲
共e兲
共f兲
共g兲
共h兲
共i兲
共j兲
共k兲
共l兲
共m兲
共n兲
共o兲
共p兲
共q兲
共r兲
共s兲
共t兲
共u兲
共v兲
共w兲

共1,0兲
共1,0兲
共1,0兲
共1,1兲
共1,1兲
共1,1兲
共1,1兲
共2,0兲
共2,0兲
共2,0兲
共2,0兲
共2,0兲
共2,1兲
共2,1兲
共2,1兲
共2,1兲
共2,1兲
共2,2兲
共2,2兲
共3,0兲
共3,0兲
共3,0兲
共3,1兲

1/3
2/3
1/3
0
1
0
0
1/3
2/3
2/2
1/3
2/3
1/3
2/3
2/3
4/3
2/3
0
1
0
0
0
2/3

共4兲

for all translationally symmetric edges considered, including
not only the nine representative cases of Fig. 7, but in fact all
others occurring in Table I. Further it turns out 共as indicated
in Fig. 8兲 that there seems to be qualitative agreement as to
the location of the unpaired electrons. Here in Fig. 8 the
densities  n for an orbital of different indicated k from the
exceptional band are plotted as a function of position n, and
to suppress oscillations 共between 夝 and 䊊兲  n at a distance
n⫽d⫹1/2 from the edge is taken as the sum of the squares
of orbital coefficients at the sites at distances d and d⫹1
from the edge. The resonance theory evidently reveals an
interesting pattern of behavior, giving ready insight into interesting chemico-physical characteristics of the various edge
structures.
It is to be emphasized that the edge-localized electrons
should be crucially important for magnetic susceptibilities
and electrical conductivity. These electrons which are unpaired within a first approximation, still do exchange couple
amongst one another, presumably with a ferromagnetic sign,
so that they would be very important for the bulk magnetic
susceptibility, even though the edges are a small fraction of
the total. With the edge-localized orbitals singly occupied
and located at the Fermi energy, electrical conductivity may
be much enhanced—it being well-known that bulk 共edgeless兲
graphite though having 0 band gap also has36 a 0 density of
states at the Fermi surface. To deal with such properties in
more detail a quantitative treatment would be best.
IV. GRAPHITIC CORNERS

Band theory
references
17, 37
36
17, here
38, 39
17
here
here
17
17, here
17, here
17, 39
17
17, 39

here
here
17, here
17
17
39, here

The general resonance-theoretic argument is readily applicable to treating corners on large graphitic fragments. Of
course unpaired electrons at corners are more noticeable if
the edges meeting at the corners are of the type which do not
themselves lead to edge-localized unpaired electrons, one
such being the ‘‘corrugated’’ edge of the second part of Fig.
4. Then for instance, for the four corners of Fig. 9 we predict
no edge-localized unpaired electrons for the first two cases,
while the last two cases are somewhat more complicated. For
these last two cases one sees that full spin-pairing beyond
that of zeroth-order may be achieved, though in these there
are a number of pairings of a more distant nature, so that
these pairings are somewhat weak. Throughout all of the
cases of Fig. 9 the curved dotted spin-pairings are taken to
indicate 1/6 spin-pairing bond orders, so that two sites connected by two such curved dotted spin-pairings exhibit 1/3
spin-pairing bond order between the two sites. Evidently the
fourth case of Fig. 9 exhibits more rather distant weakly
paired electrons than the third case, while the first two cases
exhibit even less of such more distant pairing. It is seen that
the different edges meeting at a corner allow electrons at the
corner to pair along the edges on each side of the corner
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FIG. 11. HOMO 共or near-HOMO兲 densities for the corners of Fig. 9. The
first, second, third, and fourth corners of Fig. 9, respectively, correspond to:
The lighter-face slightly higher near-level curve; the bold-face slightly lower
near-level curve; the dashed curve which changes somewhat more; and the
bold-face curve which changes most dramatically.

FIG. 9. Four graphitic corners, showing zeroth-order free valences and additional higher-order spin pairings. Note that each dashed line is a spin
pairing beyond zeroth-order, with the convention taken here that each such
dashed line contributes 1/6 to the indicated bond order.

while displacing some local pairings along the edge to more
distant pairings farther along the edge. For more quantitative
predictions a more quantitative approach would be desirable.
Again one may test these qualitative predictions against
those from an MO-theoretic approach. In this case to make
the requisite computations it seems convenient to deal with
finite but large molecular fragments with the indicated types
of corners. And again it is expedient to compute within a
restricted HF result, it being understood that very slightly
bonding restricted-HF MOs would for a related unrestricted
HF approximation mix with corresponding weakly antibonding MOs and end up being singly occupied 共i.e., unpaired兲, following the general discussion in Sec. III. Thus for

the first type of corner we might try computations on a
hexagonal-symmetry fragment as indicated in Fig. 10. Similar hexagonal-symmetry fragments are possible for each of
the three other corners of Fig. 9. If the MO approach finds a
number n of 共near兲 nonbonding MOs, then we would have
n/6 per corner. But because the fragments are finite the unpaired density our resonance-theoretic argument associates to
each corner might end up 共in the resonance-theoretic picture兲
pairing weakly with requisite others down the adjacent edges
displacing what would otherwise being near-neighbor pairings along the edges to more distant pairings. Within the MO
picture, the orbitals would not then be expected to be quite
nonbonding 共much as for the edge-localized MOs on finite
strips of not too great of a width兲. Thus for the four corners
of Fig. 9 we have carried out computations on four
hexagonal-symmetry fragments of N⫽684, N⫽546, N
⫽834, and N⫽552 sites. The nth unoccupied MO above the
nonbonding 0 is denoted ⑀ n , so that the highest occupied
molecular orbital–lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
共HOMO–LUMO兲 gap would be 2 ⑀ 1 . Then these lowerlying such energies for the three indicated fragments, respectively, are 共measured in units of magnitude of the Hückel
resonance integral ␤兲

⑀1
⑀2
⑀3
⑀4

FIG. 10. A large hexagonal-symmetry fragment of graphite with N⫽834
sites and graphitic corners of the third type shown in Fig. 9.

9共a兲

9共b兲

9共c兲

9共d兲

共0.1196兲
共0.1196兲

共0.1362兲
共0.1362兲

0.0807
0.0807
共0.1128兲

0.0078
0.0087
0.0087
共0.1448兲

where the 共left-to-right兲 order of these orbital energies corresponds to the order of the edges in Fig. 9, and the parenthetic
values identify MOs which are here considered as outside the
共weakly兲 non-bonding range. Conditionally identifying those
MOs of energy ⑀ i ⱗ0.010 as nonbonding, we see that their
number for our four fragments then is 0, 0, 4, and 6, which is
in rough agreement with our qualitative resonance-theoretic
predictions of 0, 0, m, and n 共nearly兲 unpaired electrons per
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FIG. 12. A graphitic corner where two zig–zag edges meet. The spinpairing around the corner is seen to pair ever more distant sites.

corner, with m⬍n, and the values of m and n dependent on
what one means by ‘‘weak’’ pairing. Now in Fig. 11 we show
logarithms of the mean densities of the more nearly nonbonding HOMOs at a distance d from the hexagonal center
of the molecular fragment. As in the discussion of the edges
the density  d for position d is averaged between the densities at d⫺1/2 and d⫹1/2, so that oft sizable oscillations of
the densities between 夝 and 䊊 sites are averaged out. The
HOMOs for the first two cases of Fig. 9 seem from Fig. 11
not to be corner localized but spread out throughout the fragment. For the third case of Fig. 9 the logarithms of the average densities for the two weakly bonding MOs is plotted in
Fig. 11, and it is seen that they are evidently corner localized.
For the fourth case of Fig. 9 we have plotted the logarithm of
the sum of the densities for the three weakly bonding MOs,
and it is seen that they appear to be corner localized. The
orbitals which we have conditionally identified as ‘‘nonbonding’’ on the basis of their energies ( ⑀ i ⱗ0.010) are thence
seen from Fig. 11 to appear to be localized at the outer
reaches of the fragment, and appear to have a density decay
into the interior roughly of an exponential fashion. Presum-

FIG. 13. Near-HOMO orbital mean densities measured from the center of a
hexagonal fragment with 6 like corners of one of the types in Fig. 12. The
bold line is for the first triplet of orbitals, the fainter line is for the second
triplet, and the dashed line is for the third triplet.
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ably for even larger fragments the decay would presumably
continue to ever smaller densities at ever greater distances
from the corners.
Not only may corners introduce unpaired electrons, but
they may also cause pairing between electrons on two adjacent edges which would otherwise be unpaired. For instance,
for 共polyacenoid兲 zig–zag-type edges meeting at a corner as
in Fig. 12 we have already seen in Sec. III that these edges in
isolation should have 1/3 of an unpaired electron per zig–zag
unit of edge, while from Fig. 12 we see that there can be
pairing around the corner. But in order to achieve pairing for
the otherwise unpaired edge electrons far from the corners
the distance of the pairing becomes quite large, and therefore, quite weak. Thus some of these electrons remain in
essence unpaired, though what we really have is a gradation
of pairing strengths, and associated degrees of localization. If
we carry out an MO computation for a hexagonal-symmetry
fragment with six such corners and N⫽1014 sites, we find
共in units of 兩␤兩兲

⑀ i ⫽0.0055, 0.0055, 0.0063,

for i⫽1 – 3,

⑀ i ⫽0.0299, 0.0299, 0.0342,

for i⫽4 – 6,

⑀ i ⫽0.0831, 0.0831, 0.0976,

for i⫽7 – 9,

⑀ i ⫽0.1551, 0.1551, 0.1899,

for i⫽8 – 11.

That is, we do indeed find the predicted gradation of MO
energies away from the nonbonding value of ⑀ ⫽0. Moreover, in Fig. 13 we consider the densities for the first three
sets of triples orbitals as averaged over the three similarenergy orbitals in each set, plotting the logarithms of these
average densities as a function of the distance from the center of the fragment. It is seen that the sets of more nonbonding orbitals are more edge localized, again nicely matching
with the resonance-theoretically anticipated gradation.

V. POLYMER-STRIP ENDS

Polymers being of finite length typically have ends
where the erstwhile 共near兲 translational symmetry is strongly
broken and something special may happen. If the question of
end-localized unpaired spins is to be considered, then this
will be simplest if the edges along the polymer length are
such as not to tend to introduce unpaired electrons, and
thereby interfere with any possible unpaired electrons at the
ends. Thus we might consider a long polymer strip with
‘‘corrugated’’ edges 关as in Fig. 4共b兲兴 and a width of one
hexagon, it happening that such polyphene chains are beginning to be experimentally realized.40 Then one may imagine
numerous possible ends, four of which are indicated in Fig.
14. Our resonance theory readily leads to predictions of 0, 1,
1, and 0 unpaired electrons for the respective ends of Fig. 14.
These predictions may be checked against Hückel MO
computations for fairly long oligomers of 100 hexagons in
length. The consequent logarithms of the HOMO densities
measured from the strip end are indicated in Fig. 15. These
computations are for strips with both ends of such an oligomer of the same type, and the densities averaged over the
sites of a hexagon are reported as a function of the position
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FIG. 14. Four types of polymer strip ends for a phenanthrenoid polyphene
polymer.

of the hexagon along the strip. The first and last cases evidently have the frontier-orbital energy ⑀ 1 notably displaced
from 0, to ⑀ 1 ⫽0.382 72 and ⑀ 1 ⫽0.190 77, respectively,
whereas the second and third cases have the frontier-orbital
energies ⑀ 1 and ⑀ 2 very nearly 0, to within less than 10⫺14,
so that the observed numbers of 共very兲 weakly bonding MOs
turns out for our four considered cases to be 0, 2, 2, and 0.
The corresponding frontier-orbital densities in the first case

FIG. 15. Logarithmic mean HOMO 共or near-HOMO兲 densities as a function
of position along the polymer strip for the four types of strip ends of Fig. 14.
The first case of Fig. 14 gives the relatively level curve 共for logarithmic
values between ⫺5 and ⫺11. The second and third cases give quite similar
solid vee-shaped curves which on our present plot cannot be clearly distinguished, and the fourth case gives the dashed vee-shaped curve.

Ivanciuc, Bytautas, and Klein

is seen from Fig. 15 to be quite delocalized. The frontierorbital densities for the second and third cases are very similar being indistinguished in the figure and corresponding to
the lowest 共solid兲 curve—evidently these orbitals are end localized as expected, and even strongly end-localized, with a
smooth exponential fall-off to the center of polymer chain.
The fourth case involves an apparently doubly degenerate
orbital and corresponds to the dashed curve in Fig. 15—it
evidently is also end localized, though this does not correspond to unpaired electrons since the orbital energy is such
as to distinguish it quite clearly from being nonbonding 共or
even nearly nonbonding兲. It may be mentioned that in dealing with graphitic edges 共as in Sec. III兲 there occasionally
too are edge-localized orbitals which are not nonbonding
关and seem to be easily recognized as exceptional nonbonding
bands penetrating out of the shaded regions, as in Figs. 7共f兲–
7共h兲兴. That is, it seems that the prediction of localized unpaired electrons via resonance theory is sufficient 共but not
necessary兲 for the existence of nonbonding MOs. It is an
interesting question as to whether the qualitative resonance
theory might turn out to predict the localized but bonding–
anti-bonding orbitals as in the case of the fourth end of Fig.
14 共say perhaps because the Kekule structures one can write
down for this end have localized double bonds for the double
bonds near the ends of the oligomer strip兲, but here we do
not seek to develop this aspect. For our polyphene polymer
strips evidently there is notable agreement between
resonance- and MO-theoretic predictions 共for end-localized
unpaired electrons and end-localized nonbonding MOs, and
consequent electrons兲.
It may be noted that for some cases what goes on at the
polymer ends may be more intimately mixed up with the
nature of the edges. First if there are unpaired electrons along
the length of the polymer, then they would be in nearly nonbonding MOs delocalized along the length and able to intermix with nearly nonbonding MOs initially assigned to the
polymer ends, so that none of the eigen-MOs might be end
localized. Further, some edges may exhibit a sort of balance
regarding formation of unpaired electrons, so that they would
arise under some very slight perturbation. Notably this circumstance of ‘‘balance’’ is not overly rare, and has to do with
whether lone solitonic excitations occur 共in the neutral conjugated network兲. These considerations are best approached
with a little more quantitative detail, and has been so discussed elsewhere41 共paying explicit attention to Kekule
structures兲, and also are empirically found to correlate with
MO-based results. We do not pursue this interesting aspect
further in our present qualitative discussion.
The indicated tests concerning corner and end structures
show quite reasonable agreement between the predictions of
the resonance-theoretic approach and of the MO-theoretic
approach. The main qualification relates to interactions between different near-by edges, whence a quantitative
resonance-theoretic modeling 共or a quantitative MOtheoretic modeling兲 may be needed to make better predictions.
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FIG. 16. Illustration of anti-methyl, anti-ethylene, and anti-allyl vacancy defects in a graphite lattice. The zeroth-order free valences are given and higher order
spin pairings are indicated, so that the corresponding higher-order in the case of anti-ethylene becomes 0, while the net amount of unpaired electrons in the
first and third cases remains 1 and 2, respectively.

VI. GRAPHITIC ANTI-MOLECULES

The question of the effect of local defect structures in
otherwise perfect graphite may also be addressed. One may
delete one or more contiguous carbon atoms from the graphite lattice, thereby giving what we term an anti-molecule
corresponding to the molecule consisting of the internally
still connected set of deleted atoms. Thus with deletion of a
single C atom we obtain ‘‘anti-methyl,’’ and with deletion of
two adjacent atoms we obtain ‘‘anti-ethylene,’’ and with deletion of three consecutive atoms we obtain ‘‘anti-allyl.’’ The
resonance-theoretic predictions are relatively straightforward
to make, as illustrated in Fig. 16. In fact one may perceive a
general pattern. Note perfect graphite has a local balance of
starred and unstarred sites, and note that in the formation of
an anti-molecule  by deletion of the molecule R, the unbalance of starred and unstarred sites in the region of the antimolecule must be the same 共except maybe for sign兲 as the
unbalance in the corresponding molecule R. That is, for methyl, ethylene, and allyl one has an unbalance of 1, 0, and 1,
so that this should also be the regional unbalance in site
types for anti-methyl, anti-ethylene, and anti-allyl, respectively, and this then leads to this consequent number of unpaired electrons, to be localized in the region of the corresponding defect 共i.e., of the corresponding anti-molecule 兲.
Thus for a general molecule R with numbers # 夝 & # 䊊 of
starred and unstarred sites, our mean-field resonance theory
predicts 共at least兲 兩 # 夝 ⫺# 䊊 兩 defect-localized unpaired electrons for the corresponding anti-molecule  in graphite

兵 #-localized unpaired e其 ⫽ 兵 兩 # 夝 ⫺# 䊊 兩 for R其 .

共5兲

Indeed this result of matching of properties 共in particular of
net spin densities兲 for the molecule and anti-molecule, in part
justifies our choice of nomenclature of ‘‘anti-molecules’’ for
our vacancy defects.
These predictions might be sought to be checked via an
MO-theoretic approach. Of course with a local defect the
translational symmetry of the graphite lattice is spoiled, so
that ordinary band-theoretic computations are not directly
applicable. Thus what one might do is simulate bulk graphite
with ‘‘suitable’’ large fragments, and delete a few sites from
the center of the fragment to represent the defect. But to do
this in practice it is crucial to understand what fragments

might be ‘‘suitable’’—in particular if we are to look for
共near兲 nonbonding MOs associated to the defect, it would be
preferable to avoid other near nonbonding MOs, such as
could arise with certain fragment edges or corners. But in
fact because of the preceding sections we understand how to
choose suitable fragments. In particular an example of such a
suitable fragment would have edges and corners of the first
共or second兲 types indicated in Fig. 9, and we have now performed computations for about a dozen anti-molecules near
the center of such a fragment, with N⫽684 sites 共before
deleting the sites in the defect兲. Examination is made especially of the HOMO, and perhaps a few MOs nearby to ⑀
⫽0 so as to ascertain their disposition in the defected fragment. The results of these examinations are indicated in Fig.
17, where there are plotted logarithms of mean MO densities
as a function of the graphical distance from the center of the
central hexagon whereat the defect is placed. When there are
several degenerate nonbonding MOs these plots use the average densities for these different orbitals, and when there
are no nonbonding MOs the plot shows the density for the
HOMO. At the top of each plot a depiction of the antimolecule  is shown in bold, with a lighter hexagon showing
the position of  with respect to the central hexagon of the
fragment. And yet further with each plot there is indicated
the values of the orbital energies ⑀ i for the orbitals which are
plotted, and in addition in parentheses, there are shown the
energies ⑀ j for the next orbital away 共from the perfectly nonbonding ⑀ ⫽0 value兲. Upon examination of the results in this
Fig. 17, one sees that the orbital densities for the orbitals
anticipated to correspond to unpaired electrons, indeed generally have nonbonding energy, and in fact this must be the
case since for the finite fragments used, with equal numbers
of 夝 and 䊊 sites before deletion of the defect, the Coulson–
Rushbrooke theorem34 implies that the unbalance of 夝 and
䊊 in the defected fragment must match the unbalance of the
deleted molecule R. The remaining orbitals 共not so implied
to be ⑀ ⫽0兲 are always distinctly different in energy from ⑀
⫽0, as perhaps could be surmised from the relatively large
HOMO–LUMO gap in the undefected fragment. Moreover
the nonbonding ( ⑀ ⫽0) orbitals seem to be more localized in
the region of the defect. In the cases 共as anti-ethylene, antibutadiene, and anti-benzene兲 where no such defect-localized
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FIG. 17. Mean HOMO 共or near-HOMO兲 densities for several anti-molecules, plotted as a function of the shortest-path distance from the defect. The
anti-molecule defect structure is indicated in boldface, while the central hexagon of the erstwhile hexagonal-symmetry fragment is indicated in lighter face,
and the energies of the more nearly nonbonding MOs is also given 共those not enclosed in parentheses being those for which the mean densities are plotted兲.

orbitals are expected, one sees that in fact the most nearly
nonbonding MOs are in fact markedly more delocalized 共i.e.,
more nearly constant, as gauged by the functional dependence of their average density on the distance from the center

of the fragment兲. The decay of the ⑀ ⫽0 orbital densities
away from the defect appears only roughly exponential, there
evidently being some degree of interaction with the edges of
the fragment, as does not seem to unreasonable since the
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present distances here are: first, somewhat smaller than the
distances between strip edges which involved the nice exponential decay of Fig. 8; and second, several times 共⬃10兲
smaller than the distance between polymer ends where the
dramatic exponential decay of Fig. 15 was observed. Still it
appears that the number of such nonbonding defect-localized
MOs generally exactly matches what is anticipated from our
mean-field resonance theory—i.e., the number of such MOs
for an anti-molecule is just 兩 # 夝 ⫺# 䊊 兩 for the corresponding
molecule.
Thus our mean-field resonance theory seems to correctly
predict significant characteristics of these various antimolecules. Also it may be mentioned that the resonance
theory frequently predicts that the unpaired electrons lie predominantly on one type of site 共夝 or 䊊兲, and though not
shown in Fig. 17 because of the local averaging, the MO
computations then generally find the defect localized nonbonding MOs on the same type of sites. Thus general agreement is obtained between our MO computations and the
resonance-theoretic predictions.
VII. CONCLUSION

The simple resonance-theoretic scheme advocated here
seems to make quite reasonable predictions as to amount and
location of spin density. Beyond general agreement with
other VB-theoretic spin predictions27–33 for small molecules,
the general predictions have here been tested against more
quantitative MO-based predictions for several extended systems: About two dozen graphitic edges, a more limited number of graphitic corners and polymer ends, and about a dozen
‘‘anti-molecule’’ vacancy defects. The uniformity of agreement of the resonance-theoretic predictions with the results
of the MO-theoretic computations enhances the credence of
the predictions. Especially dramatically for edges and antimolecules we have the essentially quantitative predictions of
Eqs. 共4兲 and 共5兲. That is, we have identified accurately the
number of nonbonding nondelocalized orbitals thereby revealing a systematic pattern of behavior for these edges and
anti-molecules. Also the general qualitative predictions for
the other cases 共e.g., the corners兲 and as regards the location
of the unpaired spin density seems to be in agreement between the two approaches.
It may be noted that there are several other earlier MOtheoretic computations for which some data has been
reported,42 and which seem to be in ‘‘rough’’ agreement with
the predictions of our simple resonance-theoretic scheme.
The agreement is often rough because it may be that there is
not sufficient information reported to reconstruct all the desired correspondences, or because there is a gradation of orbitals from localized to delocalized 共and correspondingly
from nonbonding to less nonbonding兲. Some aspects of this
problem were revealed in our discussion of the third and
fourth types of corners in Fig. 9, and further aspects concerning the gradation of bonding strengths 共and associated localization兲 for the oft-considered case of hexagonal fragments,
as in Fig. 12. In such cases the partitioning into bonding and
nonbonding is not so clear cut. But our resonance-theoretic
approach still readily makes the prediction that such gradations occur, and indeed we again note that the resonance-
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theoretic predictions seem generally to be in rough agreement with numerous computations.42 Some resonancetheoretic predictions as to fine splittings amongst weakly
spin paired electrons have not been gone into because of
generally accepted inadequacies of the limited MO-based
computations we have made, and these predictions naturally
should be further addressed in future work. The prediction of
the resonance theory as to whether unpaired electron density
appears 共primarily兲 on starred or unstarred sites seems to be
correct 共though we have not tried to display this so much in
our numerical comparisons兲. For smaller molecules the locations of unpaired electron density beyond this aspect is difficult with the present qualitative resonance theory 共e.g., because of the ‘‘interaction’’ between different edges which are
necessarily nearby in such species兲.
A few words of qualification should be included, particularly as regards non-benzenoid conjugated hydrocarbons.
The resonance theory as developed here need not apply so
well to systems with cyclobutadiene moieties, because: First,
Pauling’s resonance theory was developed to match to classical chemical ideas which were clearest for the benzenoids;
second, there are well-known problems of predictions of
resonance energies for cyclobutadiene 共and related
4n-cycle-containing species兲; and third, theoretically there
are additional corrections beyond those of the nearestneighbor Pauling–Wheland model for systems with small
cycles. 共In fact these last-mentioned corrections43 are to accommodate the second-mentioned problems.兲 For nonalternant systems the manner of setting up our resonance theory
clearly needs fundamental modification, since the alternant
character is so intimately involved in our present formulation
for the resonance structures 共with pairing solely between
sites of different types兲. For the various non-benzenoid conjugated networks 共nonalternant or with 4n-cycles兲, it is
imagined that though resonance theory will still be applicable it should need some modification from what is presented here. Still the benzenoid case is of sufficient interest
that the present formulation should be valuable—and also
some applications26 to selected small non-benzenoid molecules have been successful.
In conclusion it seems that the mean-field resonancetheoretic approach is of much qualitative value, giving insight to the effect of chemical structure on electron pairing
and associated magnetic and conductive properties, all in the
framework of traditional organic chemical ideas. The predictions are seen often to be especially neat for extended systems, where resonance theory has traditionally been less frequently applied. Particular interest arises: First since graphite
is rich in various kinds of impurities or defects, the structures
of which have seldom been well characterized; and second
since with the advent of carbon nano-tubes, the question of
various nano-structures thereon naturally arises. Thus beyond application to conventional ordinary molecules and
polymers, the current mean-field resonance theory may be of
especially notable aid in characterizing extended nanostructured systems and graphitic defect structures. It seems
that traditional organic chemical reasoning may be neatly
extended in a very easy to use format to understand a variety
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of novel benzenoid -conjugate networks, which are of ever
increasing interest.
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